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A ‘closed ecosystem’ is an environment that has achieved a
self-sustaining, natural balance. Each organism and process
within the network is dependent upon and interrelated to
the entire ecosystem and depends on sharing external energy
sources, like sunlight. In the business equivalent, the energy
is aggregate revenue, which in turn, exactly matches all
salaries, benefits and other business expenses. Survival
requires appropriate conservation of financial energy,
cooperation of each stakeholder and a genuine concern for
the well being of all participants.

Emergency physician groups can use this closed ecosystem
analogy to assess, and perhaps, improve their situation. An
early step in the process is to research the fair market cost of
each expense.  Reducing overcharges and eliminating
unnecessary expenses seals “energy leaks.” Another task is
to improve the welfare of all parties involved in the
organization by understanding and addressing individual
concerns. Such exploration facilitates business agility in
adapting to market forces and opportunities.

Economic siphoning of physician group ecosystems too often
stems from unrealistic entitlement demands of group elders.
Sometimes the original founders lay claim to permanent
royalties for landing the contract, forming the group and
honing the business operation.  Their “exit strategy” often
requires existing group members to fund a retirement
bonanza.

Another example of ecological pilfering occurs in professed
democratic partnerships where the founders own the group’s
permanent billing company charging exorbitant rates.  In
overtly unfair situations, a single “landlord” is paid an
exorbitant amount for administrative duties and very little
(if any) patient care.

Many times financial drains violate federal and state laws that
prohibit fee splitting and are the chief motivator behind the
corporate practice of medicine.  AAEM is one organization
willing to educate your CEO and medical staff about the
risks inherent in unfair models and mediate an appropriate
solution.  With regard to preserving closed ecosystems,
AAEM is becoming the emergency medicine equivalent to
the EPA.

Individuals often react with anger and remorse once they
appreciate that they have been exploited. Diverting “profit”
outside the ecosystem often results in sub-optimal staffing
levels, which creates resentment and diminished professional
satisfaction.  Professional burnout may occur when there is
no hope for change.  Encountering a physician that prefers
to work elsewhere, or worse, a physician incapable of landing
a better job, indirectly harms unwitting patients. On busy
days, the evaluation becomes too superficial and physician
extenders may be inadequately supervised.

Emergency physicians thwart unfair individuals and
corporations a little bit each shift by demonstrating practice
excellence and continually building relationships with the
nurses, medical staff and administrators. Strong participation
on interdepartmental committees keeps the hospital decision
makers tuned to your concerns.  Only then can you convince
them that closed ecosystem models maximally motivate the
emergency physicians and promote and maintain patient
safety. 
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